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ALERT SYMBOL KEY The safety notices associated

with the following should be given special attention when
they appear in maintenance, operating and emergency
procedures in the guide.
WARNING indicates that the personal safety of the
patient, end user or technician could be compromised
by disregarding the WARNING. Not following
instructions may result in an injury.
CAUTION indicates that a particular procedure or
precaution must be followed to avoid system
irregularity or possible damage to the product.
NOTE indicates special information to improve the
ease of maintaining the product, or to clarify important
information.

HANDS-FREE HVE

INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTION

WARNING: When working with a cuspidor and/or
canister drain/suction fluids, personal protective equipment “PPE” is recommended to avoid exposure to
possible hazardous waste.
WARNING: Before beginning ensure the canister
solids collector, if present, is empty. If not, with gloved
hands, remove disposable strainer from canister
directly into a leakproof bag to avoid spilling
contaminated contents.
NOTE: Installation Verification: Refer to Operator’s Guide
and perform all operations. If operations performing as
intended installation complete. If operations not
performing as intended, review steps in installation
instructions to confirm correct installation or call
Technical Support at 800-423-3555.
FIG. 1:

STEP 1: Slide headrest up until it is free from chair (FIG. 1).
STEP 2: Insert headrest glide bar through mounting slot
(FIG. 2).
STEP 3: Position mount at top of glide flush with clearance
slot (FIG. 3).
STEP 4: Position headrest as desired and hand tighten
tension screw to secure. Proceed to page 2.
FIG. 2:
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WARNING: Tension
screw should face
away from patient.

TENSION SCREW
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STEP 5: Snap HVE nozzle into cradle; flexible assistant’s
arm will drape behind chair (FIG. 4-4.1).

FIG. 4:

HVE NOZZLE

NOTE: If existing style of HVE is not compatible with
cradle, replace the HVE hose assembly with the one
provided.
STEP 6: Attach HVE tubing to HVE port (FIG. 5).
NOTE: Vacuum canister illustration may not represent
the style located in your operatory. Refer to your
Operator’s Guide to identify the proper placement and
connection of the tubing. Installation of HVE tubing may
require removal of an HVE cap or existing HVE tubing.
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